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About This Game

Explore a cold, dark cave. Solve puzzles to get up, and get out. Find yourself.

Duped explores themes of loneliness, isolation and identity, through a 2D action/puzzle platformer. Control a square on its
journey to escape the cave it has found itself in. Create clones, control them, flip switches, build bodies out of your friends, get

kicked around like a ragdoll. All of this awaits you, in Duped.

Features:

Over 40 levels

Physics based puzzles

Minimalist story
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Title: Duped
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Reuben Moorhouse
Publisher:
No Moss Studios
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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4564 Achievements 100%. This game was so charming! The puzzles aren't crazy difficult, the game is just a fun interactive
story experience. I played through it in about 3 hours. The hand animation adds it's own style and personality to the game.
There's a really awesome twist at the end that I thought was so dang cool! This game is definitely worth the $11. Buy it, play it,
enjoy it!. Casual simple logic game. Transform to the ball and back to the cube, and also use other features pass to the exit of
levels. Clear nice graphics, music not annoying, controls not always responsive, but overall it's ok.. An interesting game with an
art style that reminds me of Psychonauts or Oddworld. Combat can be irritating because of the camera angle. The dialogue and
narration sounds like something out of a fever dream. I'm not sure if this was intentional or just poor translation (if, indeed, it
was translated). The cutscenes can be a little frustratingly long, but there's something about this game that makes me keep
playing. Pick it up while its on sale, but don't spend full price.. This game brings me fond memories of late 90's, when DJGPP
was introduced and everyone and their dog started cranking out games, since it was relatively easy. Usually there was more
enthusiasm than talent involved.

The same goes for this game too. The graphics are terrible, the artist has failed to bring any kind of real retro look and also any
kind of coherent look. All elements seem to be from different eras, different platforms and different games. Neither are there
any simple but catchy chiptunes nor well-thought-out sound effects. Controls are sluggish and movement is only horizontal with
the up arrow being used for firing, which conflict all the muscle memory one has gathered during the years playing these kind of
games.

I will not say anything about level design, because I absolutely despise this game and refuse to play it any further.. *Note that
right now very few people are playing and there are basicly never servers to play on*
So far the game works well at a very basic level. The groundwork for a good game is already laid down just needs a bit of work.
For the $3 I still think that it is worth it and in the future the game should definitely be fun to play with a community playing the
game. Here is some gameplay of each class and there abilities if you wanna see a bit before purchasing.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=wZlHrR2Pj1A&feature=youtu.be. Before I go much into detail, I just wanna say this:
Live2DViewer is still a pretty nice tool and very easy to handle for those who simply want a cute animated second screen or
something like that, still while I was testing it, I stumbled over a lot of things that I didn't particularly like.

Pro:
- Very responsive UI
It's clean and easy to find and adjust things, this is actually very well done.

- Many different customization options
Pictures, Videos, Filters, Effects, Widgets, there's plenty to pick from.

Con:
- The Engine.
On my search for the actual model files, I discovered that this tool is actually using Unity Engine. Now I'm not trying to "hate"
on it because it's using Unity. It's just that the usage of a full blown Game Engine for something as simple as a desktop tool that,
in some or even most cases will constantly be running in the background is absolutely overkill and unneccessary. Which also
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brings me to my next con.

- Memory Usage
I had it running on one screen in FullHD, displaying a video with 60FPS and had the model it comes with pretty small
somewhere in the corner. It used a whopping 300MB of RAM for just that.
As a comparion: Wallpaper Engine, running 3 different videos (all 1920x1080@60) on 2 fullHD displays and one 2k display
didn't even use 70MB of my memory.
I know in our day and age with people having 16GB of Ram by default it doesn't look much, but it's just unneccessary waste of
space.
And it's pretty much what you get for using a fully blown game engine - that was not build to modify your desktop - instead of
natively written code for this specific purpose.

- Editor not included
As I read the description I stumbled over this little bit "[...] and lpk files(a format from Live2DViewerEX)", so I though, hey,
it's this programs file format, so surely there should be a way to create them, right? Eh... nope, turns out another program is
needed for that. Either clarify this or add the Editor, please.

- Little variety in content in the Workshop
There's the mainstream anime characters, a couple videos to test out things and that's pretty much it. I get that the tool is in early
access, but I figure if it would be made more clear how to actually create content for it or include the editor in the actual
program, there would be more people trying their hands on it.

Conclusion:
While being very simple to use, it's still far inferior to what I see as the main competitor (namely wallpaper engine), both in
performance and in content. For a tool that will be running in the background of whatever you're doing on PC, be it just
browsing or playing games it is absolutely crucial to be very adaptable in it's usage of system resources and so far I could not
observe this with this tool.
This is the main reason why I'm currently not recommending to get Live2DViewer in it's current state.. First impression was a
bit confusing, but the core game is pretty brilliant and is great at bending your mind. Some UI and performance improvements
would help the experience a lot, though it's still Early Access so hopefully future patches make it run a bit smoother (I'm on a
970 and it studders a bit at the moment)
for 6 bucks it's definitely worth it. I love the changes and additions since Train Valley. It makes it even more puzzle-y.
It's early access, but feels like a fully finished game!. Mahmoud... what kind of ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t is this?? Why would you want to
play as a phoney arab who can't even act well...

..and why would you want to seduce a stripper (who looks like a transvestible)?

Personally.. i think the first one was way better! If i'm in time I might try a re-fund.
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Great game, So far I've found it very enjoyable, nice to play at work on my break. Would love to see more integration with
Entropia Universe in the coming future.. Well, here we go again...

PROS:

It's a nice model generally. It looks about right.

Passenger view is alright I guesss.

CONS:

Sounds (I'll talk more about them further down the review)

Physics

Only one livery.

The sounds on this train are rubbish. They're reused off of a previously released train (455 I believe). They really need updating.
A 319 sounds nothing like a 455 in real life, so why should it be like that in Train Simulator? Remember, it's a SIMULATOR,
and they're charging us nearly \u00a312 for it. Rip-offs.

The physics are pretty bad too. 0 - 30 at notch 4 takes about 10 seconds.

And you could've included more liveries? Here's a list of liveries that DTG COULD OF included but DIDN'T:

London Midland
Northen
Southern
Thameslink#
Connex
Project Thameslink
Network South East (Yes, I know you can get it but we shouldn't have to pay \u00a32.99 \/ \u00a33 for it)
Thameslink black and yellow stripes.

Now I know we can get a lot of them for free on other websites, but they should just simply come with it. Now I do know about
licensing issues, but could we just at least have one more livery?

Overall - 4\/10

Would only buy on a sale with the mandatory Armstrong Powerhouse pack.. I can't recommend this game at this state. It's only
borderline playable (buildings have no collision detection, so you walk through them, test is shown through everything, the
"heist" doesn't work properly, as you can't really take out the jewlery out of the cases, game feels to stutter a little bit, but no
actual framdrops occur), it takes not even an hour to beat everything that has been implemented for now it seems, the story is
kind of flat at the moment, voice acting is done by text-to-speech programs, and overall it kind of feels more a chore than a
game currently. I waited over a month from my initial purchase and subsequent last playthrough to check if the developer would
come up with a new update anytime soon, but there has been radio silence so far. So I would advise everyone to wait and see
how it is going to develop than to but it at the moment.. I tried, I mean really REALLY tried, to finish this game. It looks good
and plays well, no bugs or glitches, but the horribly high encounter rate is...well, horrible! You cannot go five steps without yet
another encounter, usually with the same creatures that you have fought for the last twenty encounters If you like fighting and
grinding you will like this game; if you want an RPG with more of a story line then you might want to look elsewhere,. this
game looks great it sounds great it plays pretty good but I have some problems. The game is fun but when there are so many
bullets on screen at the same time it is a little hard to see the enemies though I got used to it pretty quickly. the controls were
horrible at least at first. It reversed left and right so it was hard to remember my directions while moving but you can swap the
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controls in the settings menu. Now my two biggest problems,repetition and game errors. so talking more about the "repetition"
so when playing the game you have four unique secondary abilities and three primary fire choices. I enjoyed trying the different
abilities but the primary fires are not great. the primaries called plasma and kinetic are the same or extremely similar I couldnt
tell which. That leaves only two real options for primary fire hitscan or a projectile and I always use laser. The second major
problem is the framerate dips(very uncommon but happened) while I have a high end computer may just be my settings though
and the game crashing\/freezing which really ruined my expierence though it never happened mid game. the game is fun but
with all these problems I wouldnt recommend this.. Well, after the Godus debacle, at least this is a god game and not a money
grabbing scheme.

Let's put it this way: this game is where Godus whould have started. It's has interesting elements, at the cross between Populous
and Settlers.

The BIG probleme is the interface and balancing. the interface is really clumsy (no zoom... seriously???) and not great to work
on. On balancing, it takes ages to destroy the core of an enemy... I mean you can wait for 30 min just waiting for your guys that
have no opposition to just try to destroy the core and not do anything else...

There is some potential but at this stage not enough.

GRanted it is better than Godus. Granted, what is not?. 1°) Mindless and ultra easy puzzle game for braindead people.

2°) 30min max in order to achieve 100% completion.

3°) 1h30 of idling to get the trading cards....

4°) Not worth the full price, not even worth it on a sale.

5°) If interested try aMAZE2 for "some" challenge instead of this.
. Support your local modders. I think this game is very good for the price tag. Graphics looks great and it is very succesfull in
terms of immersion. Gameplay and design is original and variated enough with some interesting ideas. Obviously there's going
to be much better VR sci-fi games in the future but for now i think it sits amongst the best, therefore worth playing.

EDIT: after beating the game i second this evaluation i gave some times ago, i would like to add the reccomendation of going
through the optional Tutorial section before the actual game to better understand how things work.. Freedom Force is a fantastic
game! It's based around a combo of Squad Strategy, Character Progression and Skill Level ups. Plus, it's like playing a comic
book. The story is fantastic and will keep you playing through the next level just to see what happens next. I recommend both
the original FF and The Third Reich. The story behind Third Reich is better, but FF is good and Third Reich is a continuation of
the original's story.
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